PROPOSED SITE
First floor extension over existing ground floor footprint plus two store entrance/stair area.
THE CONTRACTOR IS TO CHECK AND VERIFY ALL BUILDING AND SITE DIMENSIONS, LEVELS, AND SEWER INVERT LEVELS AT CONNECTION POINTS BEFORE WORK STARTS.

THIS DRAWING MUST BE READ WITH AND CHECKED AGAINST ANY STRUCTURAL OR OTHER SPECIALIST DRAWINGS PROVIDED.

ANY DISCREPANCY BETWEEN ISSUED DRAWINGS TO BE REPORTED TO THIS PRACTICE AND VERIFIED BEFORE WORKS STARTS.

© THIS DRAWING AND THE BUILDING WORKS DEPICTED ARE THE COPYRIGHT OF THIS PRACTICE AND MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED EXCEPT BY WRITTEN PERMISSION.
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STAGE AUDITORIUM

Existing overhang of Masque roof

STORE electrical equipment/books
3.8x1.5m/6m²

LANDING 23m²

DANCE/MEDIA STUDY AREA
12x10.5m
126m²

Note:
- minimal windows/blackout blinds for dance/performing art etc.
- extension of existing M&E installations including data/telephone/goodsupply of sockets/mechanical ventilation/radiators
- internal fairfaced blockwork

LIFT
Gartec Ltd platform lift
1000x1480mm in/out
downto ground floor
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